EVERYDAY ENGLISH LEVEL 2 - ANSWERS
1.1 Essential English
1. l (C) 2. h (C)(R) 3. e (S) 4. m (C) 5. k (C) 6. f (C) 7. b (S) 8. a (C) 9. d (ST) 10. i (C) 11. n (C) 12. c
(R) 13. j (C) 14. g (ST)
1.2 Talking about language
nouns
adjectives
table
easy
window
big
person
cold
watch
young

Present verbs
has
are
eat
see

Past verbs
watched
went
ate
made

adverbs
suddenly
well
always
carefully

prepositions
under
at
behind
from

1.3 Questions
1. Who 2. When 3. Where 4. What 5. How many 6. How much 7. How 8. Where 9. Which 10. Why
1.4 Personal Fact File
1. Carlos 2. Jimenez 3. 10th April 1989 4. 17 5. Spanish 6. Aries 7. Zaragoza 8. Black 9. Brown
10. 1m 79 11. two/none 12. none/two 13. two cats 14. paella 15. mobile phone 16. drawing and
swimming 17. six 18. United States 19. getting up early 20. Bob Dylan
Language learning crossword
Across
1. past 6. how many 7. plural 8. adverbs 9. thank you 11. languages 12. verbs 17. excuse me
18. singular 19. spell
Down
2. adjectives 3. nationalities 4. present 5. please 7. prepositions 10. future 13. how much
14. sorry 15. nouns 16. where
Grammar: The present continuous tense
1. He’s cooking 2. He’s riding a bike 3. They’re drinking 4. She’s typing/working 5. He’s
snowboarding 6. He’s playing the guitar 7. He’s playing basketball 8. They’re talking 9. She’s
singing 10. They’re dancing
2.1 Jobs, jobs, jobs
1 postman 2 chef 3 journalist 4 architect 5 nurse 6 policeman 7 fisherman 8 mechanic
9 waiter 10 flight attendant 11 vet 12 lorry driver 13 lawyer 14 politician 15 electrician
16 receptionist 17 farmer 18 check-out operator 19 secretary 20 scientist
2.2 In the workplace
1. swimming pool 2. studio 3. courtroom 4. supermarket 5. garage 6. gym 7. building site
8. kitchen 9. hospital 10. hotel 11. tour bus 12. office
2.3 Salaries
1 Doctor £63,000 2 Solicitor/Lawyer £50,000 3 Accountant £37,000 4 Teacher £32,000
5 Train driver £30,000 6 Sales representative £27,000 7 Electrician £24,500
8 Road construction worker £20,000 9 Gardener £15,000 10 Waiter/ess £10,000
Based on National Statistics new earnings survey 2002 quoted on channel4.com
2.4 Which floor?
Ground floor: Reception, Rhiannon, bike 1st floor: Accounts, Sascha, tube 2nd floor: Sales,
Natasha, walks 3rd floor: Human Resources, Eleanor, car 4th floor MD’s Office, Megan, bus.
2.5 Job satisfaction
This is a ranking exercise intended to get students thinking about what different jobs involve. As this
is about personal opinions rather than right or wrong answers let the students do it individually and
then check if their friends have the same opinions. The follow-on questions should provoke more
discussion, particularly the one about jobs which are only suitable for men/women. For the ‘five
most important factors to consider when choosing a job’ give students adequate time to think – this
is something they could do in pairs. If they are struggling for ideas you can prompt them with

suggestions from this list: Long holidays, responsibility, good salary, making decisions, solving
problems, foreign travel, contact with people, stressful situations, working overtime, not always in an
office, varied tasks.
2.6 A job application
Madam, apply, website, fruit, free, weekends, experience
Jobs crossword
Across
1. nurse 4. butcher 5. mechanic 6. estate agent 10. chef 12. policeman 13. farmer 14. waiter
15. postman 16. vet 17. baker 18. lawyer 19. journalist
Down
2. receptionist 3. jeweller 7. scientist 8. architect 9. secretary 11. newsagent
Grammar: Can and can’t
Tracey: Cathy! I can’t remember when we last had a chat. You must come for coffee some time.
Cathy: Yes, What about tomorrow?
Tracey: Tomorrow? That’s Tuesday. No, I can’t – I’m babysitting for a friend.
Cathy: Can you do Wednesday morning?
Tracey: No, I can’t; hairdressers, you see – I can’t change that.
Cathy: I can come in the afternoon.
Tracey: Can’t, I’m afraid – mother’s coming round. Can you come on Thursday?
Cathy: Yes, I can. I can come any time. When’s good for you? Morning or afternoon?
Tracey: Oh, I’ve just remembered; I can’t do Thursday. I’m working all day.
Cathy: I see. Well maybe some other time then?
Tracey: Yes OK. It was really great to see you.

3.1 A Royal family tree
1. uncle 2. daughter 3. son 4. his 5. her 6. father
3.2 A Family puzzle
This logic puzzle is best done in pairs or threes. That way the students can discuss possible
theories/solutions (in English, hopefully!) and students who are not great at this kind of puzzle do not
feel isolated.
Solution (from right to left)
top line: John, Maureen
middle line: Jamie, Nicola, Cathy, Mark, Alfie, Sam, Donna
bottom line: Billy, Max, Tommy, Adam, Ellie, Stanley
3.3 Different homes
1. F 2. F 3. T 4. F 5. F 6. F 7. T 8. T
Home life crossword
Across
5. mother 9. grandfather 10. wife 11. aunt
12. family 13. nephew 14. husband
15. sister 16. father-in-law 17. uncle
Down
1. mother-in-law 2. father 3. grandson
4. granddaughter 6. cousin 7. brother
8. sister-in-law 13. niece
Grammar: prepositions of place
1. behind 2. in front of 3. between
4. above 5. opposite 6. in front of
7. next to 8. in front of 9. near
10. opposite 11. in front of
12. below 13. under 14. behind

3.4 My bedroom

4.1 Important dates
Mozart died in Vienna on 5th December 1791.
The French Revolution started in Paris on 15th July 1789.
The Second World War ended in Europe on 8th May 1945.
President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas on 22nd November 1963.
Leonardo da Vinci was born in Italy on 15th April 1452.
Apollo 11 landed on the moon on 20th July 1969.
The United States gained independence from Great Britain on 4th July 1776.
Albert Einstein left Germany in 1933.
Farook Bulsara changed his name to Freddie Mercury in 1971.
Matthew Webb swam the English Channel on 25th August 1875.
4.3 What time is it?
1. twenty-five to nine/eight thirty-five 2. ten to ten/nine fifty 3. half past two/two thirty 4. ten past
three/three ten 5. twenty-five past ten/ten twenty-five 6. ten to five/four fifty 7. five to one/twelve
fifty-five 8. quarter past seven/seven fifteen 9. five to seven/six fifty-five 10. quarter to one/twelve
forty-five
Time and dates crossword
Across
2. quarter 5. calendar 7. fifth of 8. of 12. July 13. ten to three 15. five 16. twenty-five
17. third of May 18. eleven 19. fifteenth
Down
1. past 3. ten past nine 4. watch 5. clock 6. five to twelve 9. fourth of July 10. June 11. October
14. tenth of 16. to one
Grammar: prepositions of time and movement
1. from 2. across 3. in 4. along 5. on 6. at 7. at 8. into 9. at 10. in 11. on 12. in 13. on 14. from
15. to 16. in 17. in 18. along 19. at 20. in 21. at 22. in 23. to 24. at 25. across 26. down
5.1 Daily routines
1. up 2. a shower 3. breakfast 4. the bus 5. computer games 6. shopping 7. my homework
8. to school 9. with friends 10. my email 11. to music 12. skateboarding 13. to bed 14. a book
15. television 16. my girl/boyfriend 17. volleyball 18. my room
5.2 In the canteen
1. Does Frida like apple pie and custard? Yes, she does.
2. Do British people eat chips with everything? Yes, they do.
3. How often does Antonio eat salad at home? Every day.
4. What is in the vegetable lasagne? Roasted vegetables, cheese sauce and pasta.
5. Why doesn’t Anna like salad? We don’t know.
6. Does Frida have chips with her lasagne? No, she doesn’t.
5.3 Spot the difference
There are no hands on the man’s watch.
The woman is holding a handbag instead of a shopping bag.
The man has a walking stick instead of an umbrella, and he has a beard.
The boy has a mobile phone and he’s smiling, and he’s wearing long trousers instead of shorts.
The dog is black and white, and is on a lead.
The man is reading the Times not the Express, and he now has hair.
The man is smoking a cigarette instead of a pipe, and he has a briefcase.
The girl is eating an apple instead of an ice cream.
The baby has a rattle.
The door handle of the fruit shop is on the left, and the electrical shop is having a xmas sale.
Daily routine crossword
Across
1. catch 5. train 7. dressed 9. lunch 10. go home 11. take 13. tea 16. breakfast 20. bacon and
eggs 21. dinner 22. the bus

Down
2. teeth 3. wash up 4. break 6. coffee 8. clean 10. go to bed 12. get 14. a shower 15. sandwich
17. wake up 18. late 19. your
Grammar: past tense of the verb to be
were, were, was, was, was, was, Was, was, Were, was, was, were, Was, were, was.
6.1 The weather
1. It’s raining 2. It’s cloudy 3. It’s sunny 4. It’s changeable 5. It’s snowing 6. It’s windy 7. It’s
freezing 8. It’s quite chilly 9. It’s really warm 10. It’s boiling
6.2 What’s the weather like?
1. rain 2. sunny 3. snow 4. ice 5. pouring, coats 6. windy
6.3 What shall I wear?
1. b 2. e 3. d 4. c 5. a
6.4 My favourite time of year
1. Yes, she does. 2. No he doesn’t. 3. No, she can’t. 4. Yes, it is. 5. No, he doesn’t. 6. Yes, he can.
7. No, she hasn’t. 8. Yes, she can.
6.5 It looks like rain
Hang on a minute
OK, but take your coat. It’s quite chilly.
Take it – it might rain later.
Well I think it will. Look at all those black clouds.
Well don’t blame if you come home soaking wet.
Weather crossword
Across
1. lightning 5. fog 6. sun 7. drought 9. shower 11. umbrella 12. sunglasses 15. forecast 16. snow
17. rain 18. storm
Down
2. gloves 3. thunder 4. tornado 8. temperature 10. wind 13. clouds 14. ice 15. flood 16. sunny
Grammar: going to future
1. g 2. k 3. h 4. a 5. m 6. c 7. n 8. b 9. l 10. d 11. f 12. e 13. j 14. i
7.2 Advice for travellers
1. h 2. c 3. b 4. f 5. a 6. e 7. g 8. I 9. d
7.3 Travel jokes
1. No, it was her idea. 2. Back here, of course. 3. Because I left the tickets on it.
7.4 Hidden word
1. flight 2. business 3. vacation 4. restaurant 5. souvenir 6. traffic 7. attendant 8. breakfast
9. hours 10. tourist 11. ticket 12. jet lag 13. lounge
Hidden word: five-star hotel
7.5 Air Travel
Step 1: Explain the activity. The students must use the information on the departures board and the
clues below to find out who is going where. The nationality column can be filled in at the end – the
passengers are all going ‘home’, so the nationalities will all relate to the countries in the destination
column (see below). It is important to monitor the class quite closely to make sure they are trying to
communicate in English, and that they are doing the task correctly.
Step 2: Check the answers. The clues below are printed in the order they should be used in order to
solve the puzzle. This will help you explain the answers at the end of the activity, and also
help students who are stuck.

Flight
BA125
KL034
GA210
BA200
KL245
IB012
VA512
AL201
AF098
LH100
SA370
VA524

Time
08.15
09.10
11.20
12.45
13.00
15.00
15.50
18.20
18.40
22.45
00.50
02.30

Destination
Tokyo
Amsterdam
Mumbai
Dublin
Seoul
Malaga
Sao Paolo
Rome
Bern
Salzburg
Stockholm
Buen. Aires

passenger
Ms Shane
Mrs Goldstein
Mr Rushdie
Mr Clayton
Dr Daniel
Mrs Miller
Miss Naoum
Mr Villa
Mrs David
Ms Keppel
Miss Peterson
Dr Garcia

nationality
Japanese
Dutch
Indian
Irish
Korean
Spanish
Brazilian
Italian
Swiss
Austrian
Swedish
Argentinian

1. Miss Naoum isn’t going to a Spanishspeaking country.
2. Miss Naoum is flying to South America.
3. Dr Garcia is flying to South America.
4. Mr Clayton is flying to Europe.
5. Mr Clayton is flying at lunchtime.
6. Mrs Goldstein is flying in the morning.
7. Mrs Goldstein is flying to Europe.
8. Ms Keppel is flying to a Germanspeaking country.
9. Ms Keppel is not flying to a capital city.
10. Mr Villa has an early evening flight.
11. Mr Villa is flying to southern Europe.
12. Ms Shane is flying with British Airways.
13. Dr Daniel is flying with KLM.
14. Miss Peterson is flying at night.
15. Mrs David is flying in the early
evening.
16. Mrs Miller is flying to southern Europe.
17. Mr Rushdie and Dr Daniel are
travelling to Asia.

Holidays crossword
Across
2. flight 7. guide 8. airport 11. passport 13. jet lag 14. currency 16. vacation 18. sunglasses
19. seasick
Down
1. towel 3. tourist 4. sightseeing 5. hand luggage 6. photographs 9. hotel 10. beach
12. barbecue 15. pocket 17. coach
Grammar: Past simple tense of regular and common irregular verbs
Our last holiday WAS a disaster because our car BROKE down on the way to the airport.
This time Dad BOOKED a taxi instead – Mum THOUGHT that WAS a much better idea.
Our flight WAS on Friday morning, so I PACKED my bag on Thursday; I DIDN’T want to forget
anything.
Before I WENT to bed on Thursday I SET my alarm for 6 o’clock.
When my alarm WENT off I GOT up and HAD a quick shower.
I GOT dressed but DIDn’t eat anything because we DIDn’t have time.
The taxi CAME at six-thirty and TOOK us to the airport.
When we GOT to the airport we FOUND a trolley and PUT our bags on it.
We HAD to wait in the queue for about twenty minutes before we could check in.
After checking in we STOOD in the queue for the security check.
While we were waiting I THREW my bottle of water away, EMPTIED my pockets and TOOK off my
belt.
When we GOT to the departure lounge we DECIDE to have breakfast.
8.1 A shopping centre puzzle
Step 1: Explain the concept of a logic puzzle, and that they have all the necessary information to
solve the puzzle. Give students plenty of time to read the information and try to solve the puzzle
before you offer help. When you do help those that are struggling, point out which pieces of
information should be used first (see numbered statements below). It might also be useful for lower
level students to give them a random list of the 12 shops.
The newsagent’s is next to the supermarket, and opposite the health shop. 6
The shoe shop is between the card shop and the charity shop. 5
The chemist’s isn’t next to the lift. 8
There’s a clothes shop next to the jeweller’s. 2
There’s a coffee shop next to the exit, opp. the clothes shop 3
The jeweller’s is next to the lift. 1
The sports shop is between the cashpoint & the newsagent’s. 7
The charity shop is next to the clothes shop. 4
There’s a baker’s somewhere in the shopping centre. 9

Solution
top row, left to right: bakers, coffee shop, chemist, cashpoint, sports shop, newsagent.
top row, left to right: jewellers, clothes shop, charity shop, shoe shop, card shop, health shop.
8.3 Puzzling words
1 barber’s 2 off licence/supermarket 3 toy shop 4 dry cleaner’s 5 florist’s 6 shoe/clothes shop
7 doctor’s/chemist’s 8 travel agent’s 9 restaurant
8.4 A shopping puzzle
1 Jane 2 chemist, Sports shop, butchers 3 Jane
Shopping crossword
Across
4. supermarket 8. online 10. change 12. sell 15. fitting room 17. customer 18. price 19. delivered
20. market
Down
1. butcher 2. newsagent 3. try on 5. consumer 6. shop 7. baker 9. expensive 11. money 13.
afford 14. basket 16. receipt 17. cheap
Grammar: Past simple tense of regular and common irregular verbs
We WENT to a café. I WAS really excited so I DIDn’t feel very hungry.
Mum TOLD me to eat something so I ORDERED some toast and a cup of hot chocolate.
After breakfast I TOLD my parents I WANTED to look around the shops.
The first thing I SAW was a pair of very cool sunglasses but they WERE really expensive.
In the end I just BOUGHT a couple of magazines and some sweets – I only SPENT about five pounds.
When I CAME out of the shop my parents WERE waiting for me; they SAID our flight WAS boarding.
We GOT on the aircraft and PUT our bags in the overhead locker. The crew WERE all really friendly.
They GAVE us the usual safety demonstration, and TOLD us about life jackets and the emergency
exits.
We TOOK off on time, and as soon as we WERE in the air my father FELL asleep.
I WAS too excited to sleep, so I READ a magazine. Then I DECIDED to watch a film.
After eight hours we LANDED in New York. We COLLECTED our luggage and WENT to immigration
control.
They CHECKED our passports and TOOK our fingerprints, and ASKED us where we were staying.
Finally we GOT outside and into a taxi, and I SAW the famous skyscrapers of New York for the first
time.
9.2 Vocab sorting
Subjects: science, maths, history classroom objects: whiteboard, desk, waste bin
Things you bring to class: pen, notebook, homework positive adjectives: great, fun, interesting
Things you shouldn’t do in a lesson: use your mobile phone, sleep, arrive late
9.4 school subjects
1 seventeen (Maths) 2 Nelson (History) 3 flour (Food Tech.) 4 Good Friday (Religious Education)
5 volcano (Geography) 6 silver and gold (Chemistry) 7 goodbye (Modern Foreign Languages) 8
Juliet (English Literature) 9 memory (ICT) 10 Warhol (Art & Design)
9.5 Mixed-up sentences
1 What time do you usually get up?
2 What do you usually have for breakfast?
3 How long does it take you to get to school?
4 What’s your favourite school subject?
5 Do you get much homework?
6 What time do you get home in the afternoon?
School crossword
Across
1. college 3. course 7. uniform 9. teacher 10. failure 12. fail 14. class 16. school 17. subject
18. lesson 19. learn 20. university 21. study

Down
2. economics 4. succeed 5. term 6. qualification 8. pupil 9. teach 11. success 13. academic 15.
student
10.2 My Hobby: skateboarding
1 skateboarding 2 tenth 3 expensive 4 tricks 5 pavement 6 simple 7 knee 8 great 9 older
10.3 Safety tips
1 Always 2 Check 3 Never 4 Practise 5 Don’t
10.4. Did you know …?
1 n 2 i 3 b 4 k 5 g 6 c 7 j 8 d 9 e 10 a 11 o 12 m 13 l 14 f 15 h
Hobbies and sport crossword
Across
2. rugby 5. golf 10. skateboard 12. prize 14. equipment 15. champion 16. compete 17. literature
18. winner
Down
1. chess 3. guitar 4. mountain bike 5. game 6. dance 7. championship 8. baseball 9. football
11. drawing 12. piano 13. instrument 15. collect
Grammar: Like + gerund or infinitive
1. I like meeting new people.
2. Do you like living in a big city?
3. She likes to phone her mother once a week.
4. I don’t like getting up early.
5. They don’t really like going to the beach.
6. I like to go to the gym at least twice a week.
7. They like to listen to classical music in the evening.
8. Do you like to read a book before you go to sleep?
9. We like spending time in the garden when the weather is fine.
10. She has a cleaner because she doesn’t like doing housework.
11. I like to recycle as much paper and glass as I can.
11.1 Food vocabulary
Things you eat: eggs, fish, bread, meat, fruit, vegetables Meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner
Things you drink: tea, coffee, water, wine, beer Adjectives: delicious, healthy, sweet, fresh
11.2 Food quiz
1 Sardines 2 Red wine 3 Tomatoes 4 Orange juice 5 Garlic 6 Whole wheat breakfast cereal
7 eggs 8 Sugar 9 Salt 10 Banana 11 Tea 12 Liver word not used: COFFEE
11.3 What is it?
The answers to these are not all in the previous exercise.
1 cauliflower 2 banana 3 basil 4 cheese 5 pork 6 grape 7 onion 8 crisps 9 flour 10 jam
11.4 Restaurant Seats
This logic puzzle is best done in pairs or threes. That way the students can discuss possible
theories/solutions (in English, hopefully!) and students who are not great at this kind of puzzle don’t
feel isolated. Numbers in brackets below refer to the order in which the information can be entered
on the chart.
Seat 1: Karen (12), Salmon Fillet (13), Strawberries and cream (14), married to Eddie (15); Seat 2:
Julian (17), Roast Beef (2), Apple Tart (12), married to Vicky (3); Seat 3: Sally (6), Lamb Curry (7),
Coffee (13), married to Simon (8); Seat 4: Eddie (10), Chicken Casserole (21), Fruit Salad (11),
married to Karen (16); Seat 5: Vicky (1), Mushroom Risotto (18), Profiteroles (19), married to Julian
(20); Seat 6: Simon (4), Chicken Casserole (22), Ice-cream (5), married to Sally (9)

Food crossword
Across
2. ice cream 4. butter 6. recipe 10. diet 12. sugar 13. lunch 16. milk 17. vegetable 18. beef
20. turkey 21. knife 22. sweet 23. fast food
Down
1. cake 3. eggs 4. bread 5. taste 7. chocolate 8. fish 9. fruit 11. ingredient 14. meal 15. plate
19. wine
12.1Baseball
1. cricket 2. George ‘Babe’ Ruth 3. April 4. British and Irish immigrants 5. 2 hours 45 minutes 6. Nine
7. New York Yankees 8. October 9. 30 m² 10. Japan and Cuba 11. individual play 12. The World
Series
12.3 Unusual activities
1. strange, over, cup 2. made, south, must 3. dresses, team, before
12.4 Adrenaline sports
1. scuba diving 2. mountain biking 3. windsurfing 4. skydiving 5. mountaineering
Weekend and seasonal activities crossword
Across
1. badminton 5. volleyball 7. red 8. handball 11. blue 14. taekwondo 15. green 16. black 17.
Greece
Down
2. diving 3. yellow 4. wrestling 6. athletics 9. boxing 10. judo 12. swimming 13. archery
English in situations
1. d 2. g 3. a 4. h 5. b 6. j 7. i 8. c 9. f 10. e
Exercises (final test)
Listening text (to be read aloud by the teacher)
Carnivals can happen at any time of year: people dress up and ride floats through the towns, and
there is a great deal of music and dancing. The word ‘carnival’ is most often associated with the
celebrations that take place in Catholic countries just before Lent, but its origins are in the pagan
rites of spring, which celebrated fertility. Because these celebrations were hugely popular the
Roman Catholic Church was unable to cancel them altogether, so instead they were absorbed,
and became a period of feasting and entertainment before Lent. Lent is the period of 40 days and
40 nights before Easter when Christians generally eat less and abstain from certain things. The word
carnival comes from the Latin ‘carnis’ meaning flesh or meat, and ‘vale’ meaning farewell or
goodbye.
Three of the most famous carnivals are New Orleans, Rio de Janeiro and Venice, all in Catholic
communities. In New Orleans the carnival begins on 6th January and continues until Mardi Gras,
which is the French equivalent of Shrove Tuesday (literally ‘fat Tuesday’), the last Tuesday before
Lent.
Venice carnival is famous for its masks, which were worn to disguise the wearer and so hide social
and class divisions. A masked ball in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet allows the lovers to meet,
even though their families are at war. The most common costume at the Venice carnival was a
black silk hood, a cloak, a three-cornered hat and a white mask that completely covered the
wearer’s face.
In Rio the carnival starts on a Saturday and ends on Shrove Tuesday. For those four days thousands
of people fill the city’s street with parades, dancing and amazing costumes. By Ash Wednesday the
party is over and Lent begins – a period of abstinence.
1. Listening
1. people 2. before 3. Church 4. were 5. nights 6. less 7. comes 8. famous 9. begins 10.
which 11. hide 12. ball 13. families 14. most 15. black 16. Saturday 17. thousands
18. streets 19. over 20. period

2. Pronunciation
1. Italy 2. learn 3. cat 4. butter 5. heart 6. weather
7. three 8. cake 9. fish 10. ear 11.
walk 12. boy
13. cheese 14. rich 15. white 16. cow 17. coat
18. houses 19. thing
20. Europe
3. Use of English
1. books 2. born 3. than 4. years 5. was 6. school 7. job 8. left 9. not 10. very 11. of 12. she 13.
morning(s)
14. story/book 15. in 16. daughter 17. it 18. where
19. working 20. money
4. Vocabulary (1)
1. money 2. kitchen 3. fruit 4. numbers 5. clothes 6. pets 7. family 8. colours 9. verbs 10.
weather 11. time
12. breakfast 13. short 14. fast 15. old 16. safe 17. cold 18. weak 19.
rich 20. cheap
5. Vocabulary (2)
1. aunt 2. boots 3. curtains 4. dentist 5. ears 6. finger 7. guess 8. history 9. jumper 10. key
11. late 12. months 13. newsagents 14. orange 15. passport 16. queue 17. romance
18. socks 19. tights 20. winter

